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Seeking a Chemical Processor position, responsible for Chemically milling parts 
requiring tapers and progressive chemical milling by inserting and removing parts 
from chemical milling solution, Operating ion exchanges, pumps, ovens, 
degreasers, and impregnators.

JANUARY 1997 – 1997
CHEMICAL PROCESSOR - ABC CORPORATION

 Charged and operated chemical processes and systems through panel board 
watching, reaction, and distillation procedures.

 Served as Lieutenant on Emergency Squad in case of emergencies.
 Interpreted chemical reaction visible and calibrate adjustments to bring batch 

into specifications and make appropriate changes.
 Monitored recording instruments, flowmeter, panel lights, and other indicators 

and watch and listen for warning signals to verify the conformity of process 
conditions.

 Responsible for tank-to-tank transfers and loaded and unloaded trailers and 
railcars.

 Started pumps to wash and rinse vessel, exhaust gases, and vapor, to regulate 
flow.

 Cleaned, charged, and checked raw materials to promote accuracy.

1993 – 1997
CHEMICAL PROCESSOR - DELTA CORPORATION

 Responsible for production in Drum Dryers room.
 Removing product from drum dryer, transferring product from dispersers to 

above-ground holding tanks, charging dispersers, and sampling product.
 Required safe operation of forklift truck, recording data on paperwork, and data 

entry on the MES system.
 Chemical mixing and testing different varieties of pastes (in grams) Created 

paste molding for dental products around.
 Machinery work, multi-tasking, closing orders, and heavy lifting.
 Input work orders in the computer system to perfect inventory count (oracle).
 Operated the machine(s) for the production of tubes for medicinal production, 

packing the product in the correct container, and batch production.

EDUCATION

G.E.D
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SKILLS

Manufacturing, Customer Service, Managing Skills.
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